Abstract.
Introduction
One of the most essential facts in the theory of Lie groups is that, given a Lie group G, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the analytic subgroups of G and the Lie subalgebras of L(G), the Lie algebra of G. We are interested in the corresponding situation in the Lie theory of semigroups.
Semigroups in connection with Lie groups became increasingly important in recent years in such contexts as representation theory (Ol'shanskii [11, 12] , Howe [4] ), harmonic analysis (Faraut [3] ) and system theory (Kupka [9] ). For further references see [7 and 9] .
Firstly one has to look for a suitable class of subsemigroups of Lie groups generalizing the analytic subgroups. These are the subsemigroups S of a Lie group G for which the group G(S) := (SUS~x) generated by S is an analytic subgroup of G. We call these subsemigroups preanalytic.
As is described in detail in [7] it is possible to define a tangent wedge for such subsemigroups S of G by L(5) = {x g L(G) : exp(R+x) Ç clG(5) S} , where the closure has to be understood with respect to the Lie group topology of G(S). This generalizes the notion of a tangent algebra of an analytic subgroup. For a closed subsemigroup S ç G we get L(S) = {x£ L(G): exp(R+x) ç S}.
It is clear that this definition is consistent with the previous one if S is closed and preanalytic. Let us call a closed convex cone W in a finite dimensional
vector space L a wedge and H(W) := W n (-W) the edge of the wedge, i.e. the largest vector space contained in W. We say that W is pointed if H(W) = {0} . The suitable generalization of the Lie subalgebras of L(G) are the Lie wedges. These are the wedges W ç L(G) with the additional property that eadhW=W for all h £ H(W).
Notice that the Lie wedges which are vector spaces are exactly the subalgebras of L(G). This definition is justified by the fact that for every preanalytic subsemigroup S of a Lie group G the set L(5) is a Lie wedge [7, V.1.6] . It is also true that, given a Lie wedge W ç L(C7) we find a local subsemigroup U ç G having W as its tangent wedge in some local sense, but the circle is a simple example of a Lie group such that L(C7) = R contains a Lie wedge W = R+ which is not the tangent wedge of a subsemigroup of G. This shows that the correspondence between the subsemigroups of the Lie group G and the Lie wedges in L(G) is far from being surjective as is true in the group case, where every subalgebra is the tangent object of a subgroup. So it is natural to look for a characterization of those Lie wedges W ç L(G) which occur as tangent wedges of subsemigroups of G. We call these Lie wedges global in G. To avoid technical difficulties in our formulations and proofs we often restrict ourselves to subsemigroups S CG for which G(S) = G and Lie wedges W ç L(G) which are Lie generating in L(G), i.e. L(G) is the smallest subalgebra containing W. One knows from [7] that this is no loss in generality.
Our main result on global Lie wedges is Theorem 11.12.
Characterization Theorem. A Lie generating Lie wedge W ç L(G) is global in G if and only if the analytic subgroup corresponding to H(W) is closed in G and we find a function f £ C°°(G) such that (1) (df(g),dXg(\)w) >0 for all w £ W\H(W) and g £ G. D
The idea of relating the existence of certain smooth functions to the causality of Lorentz manifolds which is closely related to the globality of Lie wedges can already be found in the book of Hawking and Ellis [5] . See also [12] .
The proof of the Characterization Theorem is roughly divided into three main steps. §1 is devoted to the first step, a description of Galois connections from the subsets of Cco(G) to the subsemigroups of G and to the wedges in L(G) with respect to set inclusion. We use this in Lemma 1.8 to construct for a global Lie generating Lie wedge If ç L(G) a function / £ Pos(IF) (see Definition 1.1) such that (2) (df(l),w)>0 for all w£\V\H(W).
This result has also been proved in [7, VI] with completely different methods and by doing more hard analysis. Therefore the principal new achievement is the implication that globality of W implies the existence of an / satisfying (1) instead of the weaker condition (2) . The second step is to show that, given a function obtained in the first step, we may perturb this function in a neighborhood of 1 (Corollary II. 6 ) to obtain all local germs of strictly IF-positive functions in a neighborhood of 1. In the third step we prove that, given a function / satisfying (2), we also find a function / £ C°°(G) satisfying (1) . In the third section of this paper we collect some consequences of the Characterization (1) f£Mon(S), (2) ev(fi) ç Í2*.
Proof. We have the following chain of immediate equivalences (2) For all g £ G and f £ K we have gf := f ° kg-\ £ K. and after integration we get
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use because h is a nonnegative function. The fact that h is compactly supported implies that h * ma\(f, f) £ K ç C°°(G). The proof for max is similar. Now let K satisfy (l)-(5) and take tp £ Mon(SG(.i\")). We have to show that cp is in K. We set tp = tanh o tp and show that cp is in the pointwise closure M of K n B(G) in B(G), the space of all bounded functions on G. Then we use (4) to get that cp = artanho^ £ K. If we set {cp > r} := {g £ G: tp(g) > r} we have cp = supreR rX{9>r] and therefore tp is the pointwise limit of the net of finite sups of the functions rX{9>r} ■ For a set U ç G with U = USG(K), {tp >r} for example, we have Xu = suppôt*) = sup(u-iXsg(a:)) .
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By the same argument as above and (2) it remains to show that Xsg(k) £ M and that M is stable under formation of finite sups. If we choose nonnegative functions hn £ C°°(G) with compact support and total mass 1 such that the supports supp(/z") are shrinking to {1} we find that max(/, /) = lim h" * max(f, /') £ M for all /, /' e K n B(G). We apply this to F = ev(Mon(5)) to get algint W* = algintev(Mon(S)).
So for every co £ algint W* we find a function / £ Mon(5) with df(\) = co. D
II. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GLOBAL LlE WEDGES
Before we state the main theorem of this section we have to introduce some conventions applying to manifolds with trivial tangent bundle. In the following G is a connected Lie group and L = L(G) its Lie algebra. On L we introduce a norm such that ||[x, y]\\ < \\x\\ \\y\\. We trivialize the tangent bundle of G with the mapping
If F is a finite dimensional vector space and /: G -, V a differentiable func- Lemma ILL Let C ^ {0} be a pointed wedge in a finite dimensional vector space L and K C int C* a compact subset. Then we find a pointed wedge C ç L such that (1) KCint(C')* and (2) C surrounds C, i.e. C\{0}cintC'.
Proof. We choose a compact convex subset K' ç int C* which contains K in its interior. This is possible because the convex closure of K is also a compact convex subset of the interior of C*. But now 0 £ K' ç int C* because otherwise we would have R+K' = L ç C* and therefore C = {0} which was excluded. Then R+.K' is a pointed generating wedge in L. We set C := (R+K')* = K'*. Then (1) is immediate from the construction. Suppose that C does not surround C. Then we find a functional co £ K' ç C* and a point x £ C n dC such that (co, x) = 0. This is a contradiction to K' C int C*. D (ii) 0 < ßx(t) < X, -S < ßf(t) < 0 for all ieR, (iii) ßi = X on a neighborhood of 0, and
To show that this is possible we have to check that (iv) is fulfillable. For ßx this is clear and for ß2 it follows directly from ô(l-e) >eX which is the same as e < ô/(X + S). Now we define
The support of ß is contained in ] -1, 1 [ and the conditions from above imply that ß = X on a neighborhood of 0, -ö < ß(t) < X and JRß(x)dx = X(-e/2 + e -e/2) = 0. The function a defined by a(t) = J'__ixß(s)ds has a(-e) = j ß2(t)dt = ~, a(e) = 0-J ß2(-t)dt = y .
The symmetry of ß implies that a(0) = 0. Consequently maxx€R |a(x)| < eX/2 , -S < a' = ß < X and a' = X on a neighborhood of 0 . Now we have all bricks to build the desired function. We set n g(x) = g(xx ,x2, ... ,xn) = a(xi) Wy(Xi).
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This function has the desired properties:
(i) supp(g) c {x: llx/Hoo < 1, for all i = 1,..., n}.
(ii) g(0) = 0 and Vg = (X,0, ... , 0) on a neighborhood of 0, and of p such that dcp(x)Bw Q intC for all x € U2 and therefore C surrounds 6(y) for all y £ tp(Uf). In addition we may assume that df(y) £ intC* for all y £ Uf. Now our task is to find a function g £ C°°(R") such that
£(0) = 0 and Vg = ei on a neighborhood of 0, and (3) V/(x) + V£(x) £ intC* for all x e tp(U2). Then we set U := U2 and , ï Í 8i<Pix)), forxe U2; { 0, for x £ U2.
This clearly defines a smooth function on M because g has compact support in the open set tp(U2). The first two conditions from above are satisfied. We have to check the last one. For x £ U = U2 we have
To apply Lemma II.2 we have to reformulate the problem. We find a compact neighborhood t/3 ç cp(Uf) of 0 such that Vf(x) + ei £ intC* for all x £ t/3. Let K = conv{V/(x): x e £/3}. Then K U (e{ + K) ç intC* and the set V = {x: K + x C intC'*} is an open convex neighborhood of 0 and <?i such that K + V c int C*. Now it is readily verified that it is enough to find g £ C°°(R") such that (1) supp(^) ç intC/3 is compact, 
Proof. Firstly the mapping *F is an isomorphism of vector bundles [2] which is linear on the fibres and fixes the base U. We show that it is one-to-one on
Consequently *F is injective on each fibre and therefore one-to-one. Define pg : G/H -, G/H for g £ G by pg on = n o Xg . Taking differentials we have dpg(n(g')) o dn(g') = dn(gg') o dXg(g') for g, g' £ G.
For the wedge field 8 at p £ U we have The function / is clearly uniquely determined by / and therefore <P is one-toone from Posg///[/(1F) to Posu(W). The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from the following chain of equivalences (Definition 1.1)
Assume, in addition, that H is connected and
for all x e U and, because H is connected, / is constant on the cosets xH for x £ U. Therefore we find a function / £ C°°(n(U)) such that fi on = f on U. This shows that <P is surjective. D We establish that we may assume that dfi(l) ¿ df(\) because we can multiply / with a positive constant. By adding a constant we may also assume that /i(l) = /(l).
Using Lemma II.5 we transport our problem to G/H. We find functions / and fi such that fi o n = fi and fi o n = fix on U. Let p = n(l). Then we have in addition that df(p) £ int 8(p)* and dfi(p) £ int8(p)*. For h = fi-fi on n(U) we have h(p) = 0, dhip) ¿ 0 and dfip) + dhip) = dfxip) £ intö(p)*. Using Proposition II.4 we apply (1) p*x = JgXdp(g)£C(G,V).
(2) Suppose that x c CX(G, V) and x' is strongly p-integrable, then p*x £ CX(G, V) and (p*X)' = P*X' in the left trivialization of G.
(3) Let x be as in (2), V = R, W ç L(G) be a wedge, ev(x) ç W* and Xo £ G. Then ev(p * x) Ç w* and if X'ig) € algint W* and Xn £ supp(/z) we have P * x'i*og) € algint W*.
Proof. ( 1 ) Let g £ G and e > 0. Firstly we choose a compact neighborhood N of g. Because x is strongly /z-integrable we find a compact subset K CG such that fG,KXNÍx)dp(x) < f. The function x is left uniformly continuous on the compact set K~XN and therefore we find a neighborhood U c g~xN of 1 such that \\xiyh)-xiy)\\< 2p(G) forh£ U, y£K~xN.
This implies for h £ U that \\P*Xigh)-p*Xig)\\ < i Xix~xgh) -xix~xg) dp(x)\\ + i xix~lgh) -xix'lg) dp(x) \\JK II \\JG\K < I / Xix-{gh) -xix-'g) dp(x)\ + [ \\xix-xgh)\\ + \\xix-xg)\\ dpix)
This shows that p * x is continuous. (2) From (1) we get the continuity of p *x' ■ Let g £ G, e > 0 and y £ L. For x' we choose the sets N, U and K as in (1) for / . In addition we find a T > 0 such that exp([-7\ T]y) ç U. This leads to ÍP * Xig exp(ty)) -p * xig)) -in* x'ig), y) I f 1 = / -zixix"1 gexp(ty)) -xix~xg)) -(x'(x~xg), y) dp(x) \\JG l I Í 1 f' d = / -j I ^Xix~lgexp(sy))ds-{x'(x-lg),y)dp(x) I f 1 /"' = / t / idxix~lgexp(sy))dkx-lgexp{sy)(l),y)ds \\JG l JO -(X'ix-Xg),y)dp(x) I f 1 f = \\ t / (x'ix-xgexp(sy))-x'ix-xg),y)dsdp(x) \\JG l JO M 1 ft f = 7 / / ix'ix-lgexp(sy))-x'ix-xg),y)dp(x)ds II ' Jo Jg
This follows from Fubini's Theorem because all measures involved are finite and / I \\x'ix-xgexp(sy))\\dp(x)ds Jo Jg < J (j + J XnÍx) dp(x)j dt<tx.
We go on with our computation:
7/ / (/'(■* Igexvisy))-X'ix xg),y)dp(x)ds 1 Jo Jg <7 / / \\x'ix-xgexp(sy))-x'(x-xg)\\dp(x)ds\\y\\ 1 Jo Jg = \j(jK \\x'ix-lgexp(sy)) -X'ix-Xg)\\ dp(x)
This completes the proof of (p* XÏ = P* x' ■ (3) For w £ W we have (H * x'ig), w) = f (x'ix~xg), w) dp(x) > 0 <Wlm(*«)<|±¡±L4.
Summing over / G N we get / XnÍx) dp(x) < £ / XNÍx)fiiix) dm(x) + ^ < oo and therefore x is strongly /¿-integrable because N was arbitrary. D
TheoremII.ll. Let G be a connected Lie group, W ç L(G) a Lie wedge, He G a closed subgroup with L(tY) = H(W) and Ad(H)W = W, n: G -, G/H the canonical projection and S := (exp W)H. Then S is a closed submonoid of G and the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) L(S) = W. To see this, we remark that /'(x0) G algint W* for all x0 £ G because 1 g supp(/3m) (Proposition 11.9(3)). (1) L((expIF)) = W.
(2) H is closed and for every co £ algint W* we find f £ Pos(fF) such that fil) = a>. Proof. (1) => (2) : Let S = (exp W). We know from [7, V.l. 16 ] that int S ± 0 . We claim that S n intS~x = 0 which implies that intS-1 n S = 0 and S # G. For x G intS1-1 n S we have 1 = xx_1 G SimS C intS and therefore G = S because G is connected, a contradiction which proves our claim. But from S ^ G we get L(s) ^ UG) and Theorem 11.12 provides a function / G Pos(L(5)) C Pos(IF) with f(\) ± 0. Then / is the desired function. 
Jk Jk (5) dimev(f) < 1 iff ev(fi)* is a global half space semialgebra, i.e. a half space whose boundary is a Lie algebra.
Proof. (1) We only have to show that da(l) ev(/) ç ev(/). For g, h £ G we
(2) This is a special case of Lemma 1.3. (3) / is constant on all cosets gH iff / is constant along all curve t «-> gexp(th) for h £ L(ZT). But this is clearly equivalent to df(g) dkg(\)UH) = f(g)UFI) = {0} for alU G G. (5) The zero dimensional case is described in (3). If ev(/) is one dimensional, we deduce from (2) that ev(/)* is a global half space Lie wedge whose boundary has to be a subalgebra of L(G). If ev(/)* is a half space semialgebra, then ev(/) ç ev(/)** = R+fig) if f(g) ¿ 0. Consequently ev(/) is at most one dimensional. G An interesting source of functions which determine global Lie wedges is described in the following proposition. Proposition IV.2. Let G be a connected Lie group, V a Fréchet space, p a continuous representation of G on V, co £ V*, V+ := {p(G)co: g G G}* and ®w,xig) := ico, p(g)x). Suppose that Ow,x G C°°(G), then U*Gi<l>oe,x)) = {y£ L(G): dp(l)(y)x £ V+}.
Proof. It is clear that F+ is a G-invariant wedge in F and SG^a,,*) = {s £ G: p(s)x -x £ V+} because Om¡x(gs) > $>w,xig) is equivalent to (p(g)co, p(s)x) > (p(g)co,x).
Using Lemma 1.3 we get L^G^,*)) = ev(<P^, x)* and for g g G we have iK,xig)>y) = iPig)co,dp(l)(y)x).
Combining these two assertions leads to L(SG(«DMpX)) = ev(<Dw,x)* = {y £ L(G): dp ( There are three essentially different cases.
(1) A = U:USGi*UiA)) = RU, Using the above relations for the brackets of H, T and U , the verifications of (l)-(3) are simple computations. D
We conclude this paper with a description of a useful method to construct IF-positive functions. We call it the method of adapted functions. We first need some information about left-invariant 1-forms on a Lie group G. Then we find a unique adapted function /": G -► R with fil) = co. Proof. The uniqueness follows from the fact that the morphism /om: AxB -, R of connected Lie groups is completely determined by its left-invariant differential. It remains to prove the existence of /. The functional coA vanishes on the commutator algebra of A. Using Lemma IV. 6 we find that the associated left-invariant 1-form on A is closed. Again with Lemma IV.6 and the assumptions from above we find a homomorphisms fA : A -> R such that fAil) = co a ■ A similar argument gives /jJ-tR with fBil) = coB . We set fia, b) := JaÍo) + fßib). Then /: A x B -, R is a homomorphism of Lie groups with dfil) = coa + cob = co. This shows that / := / o m"x is the desired function. □
